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Figure 1: High dynamic range video of a driving scene. Top row: Input video with alternating short and long exposures. Bottom row: High
dynamic range video (tonemapped).

Abstract

Typical video footage captured usingan off-the-shelf camcorder suf-
fers from limited dynamic range. This paper describes our approach
to generate high dynamic range (HDR) video from an image se-
quence of a dynamic scene capturedwhile rapidly varying the expo-
sure of each frame. Our approach consists of three parts: automatic
exposure control during capture, HDR stitching across neighboring
frames, and tonemapping for viewing. HDR stitching requires ac-
curately registering neighboring frames and choosing appropriate
pixels for computing the radiance map. We show examples for a
variety of dynamic scenes. We also show how we can compensate
for scene and camera movement when creating an HDR still from a
series of bracketed still photographs.

CR Categories: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—display algorithms; I.4.1 [Image Processing andCom-
puter Vision]: Enhancement—Digitization and image capture.

Keywords: Image processing, video processing, high dynamic
range, tonemapping.

1 Introduction

The real world has a lot more brightness variation than can be cap-
turedby the sensors available inmost cameras today. The radiance of
a single scenemay contain four orders ofmagnitude from shadows to
fully lit regions. Typical CCD or CMOS sensors only capture about
256-1024 levels. (The non-linear allocation of levels in a gamma
curve can improve this slightly.)

The limited dynamic range of cameras has inspired many solu-
tions in recent years. One method of obtaining a full radiance map is
to take multiple images at different exposures and to combine these
to create a High Dynamic Range (HDR) map of the scene [Mann
and Picard 1995; Debevec and Malik 1997; Mitsunaga and Nayar
1999; Tsin et al. 2001; Mann et al. 2002]. Because these techniques
require multiple input images, there is potential for motion between
the inputs due to either dynamic elements in the scene or a moving
(i.e., handheld) camera. Mitsunaga and Nayar [1999] address this
problem to a limited extent by fitting a global motion model to the
inputs. Mann et al. [2002] register differently exposed frames using
homographies, which can compensate for larger camera rotations.
Bogoni [2000] uses affine motion followed by per-pixel flow to reg-
ister different exposures, but details of frame registration are not
given. In a related approach, Uyttendaele et al. [2001] use a block-
based exposure adjustment technique to remove exposure artifacts
in image mosaics. However, they do not compute HDR images.

The need to fuse images taken at different times can be re-
moved using multiple image detectors, novel sensors (e.g., National
LM9628sensor, IMSChipsHDRC sensors, SiliconVisionProducts,
SMaL Camera, Pixim) or spatially varying pixel exposures [Mit-
sunaga and Nayar 2000]. However, our focus in this paper is on
what can be achieved using widely available conventional (low dy-
namic range) image sensors and video cameras.

Once a high dynamic range image has been computed, it can
then be rendered to a display. Since typical displays are only able
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Figure 2: The processing stages involved in producing an HDR
video.

to yield about two orders of magnitude, a contrast reduction must
be performed on the HDR image. This tonemapping problem has
recently been explored by a number of researchers [Durand and
Dorsey 2002; Fattal et al. 2002; Reinhard et al. 2002].

Our work addresses the problem of generating HDR maps using
multiple exposures in the presence of motion between the expo-
sures. This enables us to generate HDR video sequences as well
as HDR still images of moving scenes. The result of applying our
approach to a driving video can be seen in Figure 1. Generating an
HDRvideoconsistsof automatically determining the temporal expo-
sure bracketing during capture, motion-compensating information
between neighboring images, and tonemapping for viewing (Fig-
ure 2). This produces an HDR video that has the same frame rate as
the variable exposure input sequence. To generate HDR still images,
we use a similar HDR stitching technique.

Our video capture solution differs from previous efforts in that it
employs a simple reprogramming of the auto-gain mechanism in a
camera. This allows us to use the inexpensive and high resolution
sensors available today, unlike novel sensor designs which are not
yet widely available andmay suffer from a lack of resolution. In Sec-
tion 2, we present an auto-gain algorithm that intelligently varies the
exposure from frame to frame in order to capture different parts of a
scene’s radiance map.When compared to the spatially varying pixel
exposures approach [Mitsunaga and Nayar 2000], our approach can
be viewed as sub-sampling along a temporal rather than a spatial
dimension.

The acquisition process is followed by an offline process that
motion-compensates the captured video and estimates a full radi-
ance map at each frame time (Section 3). This operation, which
we call HDR stitching, establishes dense correspondences between
images in order to combine pixels at different exposures. In combin-
ing pixels, we introduce a consistency check between the motion-
compensated intermediate results. This makes the system more ro-
bust to errors in flow estimation.

Before we can view the HDR video, it must be tonemapped.
Applying one of the existing algorithms on a frame-by-frame basis
is not sufficient, as this can lead to visible temporal inconsistencies
in the mapping. In order to compensate for this, we extend one of
the existing tonemapping techniques to operate onHDRvideo using
statistics from temporally neighboring frames in order to produce
tonemapped images that vary smoothly in time (Section 4).

2 Real-time exposure control

The auto gain control (AGC) of a typical video camera measures
the brightness of the scene and computes an appropriate exposure.
Most scenes have a greater dynamic range than can be captured by
the camera’s 8-bit per pixel sensor. Because of this, some pixels will
be saturated and some will be under-exposed. In order to capture a
greater dynamic range, we have developed a system that varies expo-
sure settings on a per-frame basis. The basic idea is to sequence the
settings between different values that appropriately expose dark and
bright regions of the scene in turn.A post-processing step (Section3)
then combines these differently exposed frames.
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Figure 3: Two input exposures from the driving video. The radiance
histogram is shown on top. The red graph goes with the long expo-
sure frame (bottom left), while the green graph goes with the short
exposure frame (bottom right). Notice that the combination of these
graphs spans a radiance range greater than a single exposure can
capture.

Our system is similar to auto-bracketing found in many still pic-
ture cameras today. When auto-bracketing a scene, the camera de-
termines the correct exposure using the current metering mode, and
then additionally captures two more exposures at fixed multiples of
the original exposure, for example two f-stops up and down.We take
a similar approach. However, instead of using a fixed multiple, we
compute a more ideal set of exposures for the current scene. This
allows for dynamic range expansion while keeping as many pixels
as possible reasonably exposed in all images, thereby facilitating
good motion analysis.

For our experiments, we use a 15 frame per second LadyBug
Firewire camera from Pt. Grey Research which has a programmable
control unit. The firmware was upgraded with a bank of four shutter
(CCD integration time) and gain (ADC gain) registers. The camera
does a round-robin through the bank using a different register set at
each frame time. Additionally, the camera tags every frame with the
current settings so that these can be used during the radiance map
computation.A real-timeAGC algorithm (running on a PC tethered
to the camera) determines the next group of four settings.

In our current implementation, the exposure settings alternate
between two different values and are continuously updated to re-
flect scene changes. The appropriate exposures are automatically
determined from scene statistics computed on a sub-sampled frame.
The ratio between exposures can vary from 1, if a single setting is
adequate to capture the scene’s intensities, to a user specified maxi-
mum. In practice, we have found that a maximum of 16 gives good
results, since this gives a dynamic range expansion of 4 bits while
still allowing for motion analysis to be done between the exposures.
Figure 3 shows successive frames captured by the camera alongwith
their corresponding histograms in radiance space. In this case, the
exposure ratio is close to the maximum of 16.



3 HDR stitching

Since frames are captured with temporally varying exposures, gen-
erating anHDR frame at any given time requires the transfer of pixel
color information from neighboring frames. This, in turn, requires
that the pixel correspondences across different frames be highly ac-
curate.We refer to the process of transferring color information from
neighboring frames and extracting theHDR image asHDRstitching.

The source video contains alternating long and short exposure
frames. The first step in HDR stitching is to generate both a long
and a short exposure frame at every instant so that a radiance map
can be computed from the pair. This requires that we synthesize the
missing exposures using a warping process (Section 3.1), which in
turn requires highly accurate motion estimation (Sections 3.2 and
3.3). Once the interpolated frames have been synthesized, we selec-
tively blend pixels from these images to compute a high dynamic
range radiance image (Section 3.4).

3.1 Image warping for frame interpolation

Our HDR stitching process generates four intermediate warped
frames: two frames unidirectionally warped from the previous and
next frames (S−

U and S+
U in Figure 4), and two bidirectionally

warped frames S−
B and S+

B computed by comparing the previous
and next frames directly. The unidirectionally warped frames are
used when there is a good correspondence between the current and
previous/next frames, while the bidirectionally warped images are
used in regions where the current frame is too dark or too saturated
to reliably establish correspondences.

Before we find pixel correspondence between frames with dif-
ferent exposures, we first boost the intensity of the frame with the
shorter exposure. To find the amount of intensity boosting required,
we use the camera response function to convert the shorter exposed
image to a radiance map, followed by conversion to a virtual image
having the longer exposure using the inverse response. This vir-
tual image shouldmatch the pixel values (modulo discretization and
noise) of the longer exposed image with which it is being registered.

Let us assume that the current frame L is captured at a long expo-
sure with adjacent frames S− and S+ captured at short exposures
(Figure 4). We first use a unidirectional version of the motion esti-
mation algorithm described in Section 3.2 to establish dense pixel
correspondences between a boosted version of the previous/next
image and the current frame (green portions of Figure 4). (In the
converse LSL situation, the central frame is boosted first.) The com-
puted flow fields are then applied directly to the previous and next
frames to synthesize the unidirectionally warped previous and next
images S−

U and S+
U , respectively.

The process for computing the bidirectionally interpolated frames
ismore complex (black part of Figure 4). First, if necessary, we boost
the previous or next image in case they are differently exposed.
Next, we match these two images using the bidirectional motion
estimation algorithm described below (Section 3.2). The resulting

blended (frame interpolated) image S̃B could be used to compute
radiance values in saturated or dark regions of the current frame.

Unfortunately, because of camera jitter and acceleration in ob-
ject movement, there may still be some mis-registration between

S̃B and the current frame L. For this reason, we register a boosted
version of S̃B (i.e., L̃B) with the current frame using the hierarchi-
cal homography algorithm described in Section 3.3, which is more
conservative in its motion estimates. The resulting flow field is then
added to the original flow field to produce a refined flow to be ap-
plied to the neighboring frames. We call the resulting final outputs
the bidirectionally warped (or interpolated) images S−

B and S+
B .
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Figure 4: Image warping for HDR computation.This diagram shows
the case where the sequence is SLS, but the algorithm for LSL is sim-
ilar (S=short exposure image, L=long exposure image). The dark
double lines indicate flow (motion) estimates, while the lighter sin-
gle lines are computed images. The B, F , H , and W circles corre-
spond to boosting (intensity compensation), flow estimation, hierar-
chical homography, and image warping, respectively. The original
(captured) images are shown in blue, unidirectionally interpolated
images in green, and bidirectionally interpolated images in black.
The meaning of the image labels is given in the text.

3.2 Motion estimation

Our motion estimation algorithm consists of two stages. First, we
globally register S− and S+ by estimating an affine transform that
maps one onto the other. We then use gradient-based optical flow
to compute a dense motion field that forms a local correction to the
global transform.

Rather than computing forward or backward flow fields between
the previous and next frames separately, we compute one bidirec-
tional field at the current frame time. This allows us to avoid the
hole-filling problems of forward-warping when generating each in-

terpolated frame. At each pixel in the output frame (S̃B), we obtain
one composite vector that points into both previous and next frames.
These vectors are each the sum of affine and local components. The
affine component is derived from the global warping parameters, re-
scaled to warp either from S− to the output frame or from S+ to the
output. (Note that the resulting two motion fields are not necessarily
symmetric.) The local component is generated by our symmetrical
optical flow algorithm.

For local motion estimation, we use a variant of the Lucas and
Kanade[1981]technique in aLaplacianpyramid framework [Bergen
et al. 1992]. (Note that Bergen et al. [1992]has a nice introduction to
the topic of optical flow.) We add to this a number of enhancements
to handle degenerate flow cases. Rather than simply warping one
source image progressively towards the other one at each iteration,
we warp both source images towards the intermediate frame and
estimate the residualflow vectors between these twowarped images.
As the residuals are accumulated down the pyramid, they give rise
to a symmetric flow field centered at the intermediate frame. We
augment this technique by including the global affine flow during
the warping so the accumulated residuals are always represented in
terms of a local correction to the asymmetric global (affine) flow.

For the unidirectional case, we use a modification of the above
motion estimation procedure (including the affine stage) to generate
the single-warped frames S−

U and S+
U as described in Section 3.1. In

this case, the procedure directly matches the current frame L to its
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Figure 5: Hierarchical homography computation. Note that only the
first two levels and one of the quadrants at Level 1 are shown.

boosted neighbor. The resulting flow field is unidirectional because
only the neighboring frame is re-warped at each iteration step.

3.3 Hierarchical homography

Because of camera jitter and possible accelerations in object mo-
tion, the bidirectionally interpolated image may not be perfectly
registered with the central (current) image. We therefore use an al-
ternative image registration method to refine the registration be-

tween the boosted interpolated frame (L̃B) and the current frame
(L). Constraining the flow is desirable at this point as it reduces the
possibility of erroneous mapping in unreliable regions of saturated
and low-contrast pixels. (While computing flow with image masks
that single out saturated or dark pixels is a possibility, we would then
have to set thresholds on what we deem to be saturated or dark.)

The idea of hierarchical homography is shown in Figure 5, which
is simplified to illustrate two levels and one quadrant only. At the
highest resolution, full frame registration is performed to find the
best 2D perspective transform (i.e., homography) between the two
input images, producing homographyH0. The current image (Image
1) is then broken up into overlapping quadrants shown partially in
dotted lines.The globalmotion for each quadrant is inherited from its
parent. If there is insufficient intensity variation within the quadrant
(we set this threshold at 10 gray levels), it is left alone. Otherwise
its global motion is refined by performing full image registration
between that quadrant from the current image and the appropriately
sampled counterpart from the second image. The boundary of the
sub-image from the second image is computed based on H0 in this
illustration. In the example shown in Figure 5, this refined transform
between the sub-image pair is H1,1.

This operation is repeated for all the levels (two inour case) andall
the quadrants. The resulting full image flow is then computed using
the local homographies.At andnear the boundaries of each quadrant,
their flows are weight-averaged to reduce flow discontinuities. This
flow is then used to correct the bidirectional flow as described in
Section 3.1.

3.4 Radiance map recovery

In this section, we describe the process of combining the input im-
ages with their warped neighbors to produce a radiancemap. Several
techniques have been proposed to do this [Mann and Picard 1995;
Debevec and Malik 1997; Mitsunaga and Nayar 1999; Tsin et al.
2001]. In each of these techniques, the input images are converted
to radiance images using the known exposure value and a computed
response function. The final radiance value at a pixel is then com-
puted as the weighted average of the corresponding pixels in these
radiance images. In our system, we compute the response function
fR of our camera (and the corresponding weighting function fW )
using the technique of Mitsunaga and Nayar [1999].
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Figure 6: Radiance map computation.Contributing regions from the
current and warped frames are shown in color. Pixels that fail the
consistency check (and hence whose modulation weight fM = 0)
are shown in white.

Existing approaches to radiance map computation assume per-
fectly registered input images. Due to the possibility of mis-
registrations in the first step of HDR stitching, we relax this re-
quirement, which makes our system more tolerant to errors in pixel
registration. The following steps are taken for the case where the
input image is a long exposure and the adjacent frames are short
exposures.

1. Convert L, S−
U , S+

U , S−
B , and S+

B to radiance images using the
response function and their respective exposure values. These

radiance images are denoted by L̂, Ŝ−
U , Ŝ+

U , Ŝ−
B , and Ŝ+

B ,
respectively.

2. Identify pixels in the current image L that are above a max-
imum value as being saturated. These pixels are assumed to
produce poor registration with adjacent frames. As a result,
the final radiance map is filled in with bidirectionally inter-

polated pixels from Ŝ−
B and Ŝ+

B . In order to avoid possible

blurring, we use pixels from only the previous frame Ŝ−
B , un-

less these are inconsistent with the current frame (i.e., they do
not map to the saturated range), in which case we use pixels

from Ŝ+
B .

3. In other regions, compute the radiance map using a weighted
blend

R =
fW M(p, p−)p− + fWM (p, p+)p+ + fW (p)p

fWM(p, p−) + fWM (p, p+) + fW (p)
, (1)

where thepixelsp,p−, andp+ come from thecurrent,previous,

and next radiance images L̂, Ŝ−
U , and Ŝ+

U , respectively.

Theweighting function fW M(p, q) = fM(|p−q|)fW (pw) is the
intensity-based weight function fW [Mitsunaga and Nayar 1999]
modulated by a plausibility map fM , which is simply a Hermite
cubic,

fM (δ) =

{
2
(

δ
δmax

)3 − 3
(

δ
δmax

)2
+ 1 if δ < δmax

0 otherwise
(2)



Figure 7: Representative stills from two HDR video examples: Left: Fish market scene, Right: Harbor scene. For each scene, the top left
quadrant is a short exposure frame, and the top right quadrant is a long exposure frame. The bottom left quadrant shows what the frame would
look like for an exposure equal to the geometric mean of the short and long exposures.

that downplays warped radiance values that are too different from
the corresponding current radiance value. δmax is a user-specified
parameter,whichwe set to a radiance value equivalent to 16 intensity
levels in the longest exposed input image. While currently fM was
chosen heuristically, a more principled approachwould be to use the
noise statistics of the camera.

Computing the radiance values for the case where the current
image is a short exposure follows the same reasoning except for
step 2. In this step, dark pixels are discarded instead of saturated
ones.

Figure 6 illustrates our radiance map recovery algorithm. The
current frame is taken with a short exposure. We show only the
pixels that contribute to the radiance map.

4 Temporal tonemapping

Tonemapping is used to convert floating-point radiancemaps into an
8-bit representation suitable for rendering. This processmust reduce
the dynamic range of each frame while also maintaining a good
contrast level for both brightly and darkly illuminated regions. In
addition, the transforms between adjacent frames must be consistent
to prevent temporal artifacts such as flickering. (Note that Pattanaik
et al. [2000] go even further by modeling the temporal response
of the human visual system in their (global) temporal tonemapping
algorithm.)

Sincewe donot expect a rapid change in scene intensity, we apply
amuch simpler technique.Wemake use of the tonemapper presented
by Reinhard et al. [2002], which is based on the photographic tech-
nique of dodging and burning. In our first stage, the radiance image
is converted to CIE space and the chromaticity coordinates are re-
covered. The luminance image is then processed to compress the
dynamic range. Finally, the chrominance is re-inserted to give the
final byte-range RGB image.

Our temporal tonemapper consists of global and local stages:

For the global mapping, we compute the average and maximum
luminances, which control the transfer function that provides a good
initial luminance mapping. The log-average luminance is given by

Fw = exp

(
1
N

∑
x,y,i

log(ε + Fi(x, y))

)
, (3)

where ε is a small value (10−6),N is the total number of pixels, and
Fi is the causal temporal neighborhood consisting of frames at times
k − 1 and k. Using a set of frames to control the global mapping
helps to prevent flicker in the tonemapped sequence.

The tonemapper also contains a local normalization, which is
computed using a scale-space-based edge-preserving filter. This is
described in detail in [Reinhard et al. 2002].We did not apply tem-
poral coherence on the local normalization process.

5 Results

In this section, we show results for three different dynamic scenes:
a fish market, a harbor, and a drive along a busy street. We also
describe an example involving static images of a sunrise scene taken
with a handheldmoving camera. The processing time for each HDR
video frame (768 × 1024 pixels) is 10 seconds, with registration
and radiance mapping taking 8 seconds and tonemapping taking 2
seconds on a 2GHz Pentium 4 machine.

Figure 7 shows representative stills from the fish market and har-
bor scenes. For each scene, the top left quadrant is a short exposure
frame, and the top right quadrant is a long exposure frame. The
bottom left quadrant shows what the frame would look like for an
exposure equal to the geometric mean of the short and long expo-
sures. The image in the bottom right quadrant is generated using our
method.

Fish market scene. A snapshot from the fish market scene can
be seen on the left of Figure 7. While the single exposure version
looks reasonable, there is some saturation (especially in the middle
and upper right corner) as well as low contrast areas. In the frame
generated using our HDR approach, good details can be seen almost
everywhere (except for the base of the counter, where even the long
exposure frame shows little detail).

Harbor scene. This video was captured inside an office over-
looking a harbor. In the video, the ferry can be seen moving outside
the window while some human activity can be observed inside the
office. As shown in Figure 7, the single exposure has both signifi-
cantly large saturated and low contrast regions. On the other hand,
in the frame generated using our approach, the ferry and water can
be clearly seen. More details can also be seen inside the office.



Driving scene. The results for the driving scene can be seen in
Figure 1. In this example, the driver drives through a busy street at
about 25 mph. This was a particularly difficult scene because occa-
sionally there is large frame to frame displacement due to the fast
motion of the driver’s hand. Our optical flow algorithm sometimes
fails for such large motions, but this problem could be alleviated
using a higher frame-rate camera. As mentioned earlier, the capture
rate of our camera is currently 15 frames per second and similar
exposures are therefore sampled at 7.5 frames per second.

6 HDR image from image stills

The ideas used in creating high dynamic range video can also be
applied to image stills, especially when there is camera or scene
motion. Figure 8 shows the steps involved in transforming such a
set of image stills. The input image sequence is first sorted according
to exposure, and the image with the most number of “valid” pixels
is chosen as the reference (“current”) frame. A pixel is considered
“valid” if it is not saturated or of low contrast; in our implementation,
each “valid” RGB value must be between (and excluding) 16 and
255.

Each neighboring pair is then registered in the direction of the
reference. Neighboring pairs are chosen because they exhibit less
visual change, which results in more robust registration. As before,
the shorter exposure image is boosted to match the longer expo-
sure neighbor prior to registration, and registration involves global
motion estimation followed by local per-pixel flow.

Once the flow fields have been computed, they are appropriately
concatenated to permit every frame to be registered (i.e., stabilized)
with the reference image. The stabilized images are then used to
recover the radiance map in a manner similar to that described in
Section 3.4. The difference is that each stabilized image is now
treated as a unidirectionally-warped image (i.e., either S−

U or S+
U ).

We use the sunrise scene (Figure 9a) as an illustration. Here there
is both camera motion and cloud motion relative to the ground.
If we were to just perform global registration (2D perspective or
homography), we would obtain the result shown in Figure 9b,c,
with (c) being the magnified version of the middle right part of (b).
If we apply global registration followed by local registration, we
obtain a significantly better result as shown in Figure 9d,e. Notice
the crisper appearance of the tree branches. We used the standard
metadata information (called EXIF tags) stored in each of the stills
to automate our radiance map computation. For the sunrise example
(five stills, each still being 1024 × 768), registration (global and
local) and radiance mapping took 30 seconds while tonemapping
took 2 seconds.

7 Discussion

Looking at the results, you can see that our technique produces
videos with increased dynamic range while handling reasonably
large amounts of visual motion. For very fast motions, however,
given our current low sampling rate of 15 frames per seconds, our
technique sometimes producesartifacts. Usinga camera with a faster
capture rate would certainly help, as would improvements in the im-
age registration algorithms. In particular, the ability to deal with
occlusions (perhaps by extracting object boundaries and construct-
ing a layered motion model) would be useful.

In addition to scenes with rapid motion and significant occlu-
sions, scenes with significant amounts of non-rigid effects are also
very difficult for our technique to handle. These non-rigid effects
include inter-reflections and specularities on non-Lambertian sur-
faces, as well as complicated translucent objects. Such effects may
be explained using multiple motion models (e.g., [Tsin et al. 2003]),
which we do not currently use in our technique. The easiest scenes
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Figure 8: Steps in creatingHDR image from image stills.From top to
bottom:select reference image, pairwise register (global followedby
local registration),propagateflowfields, andradiancemaprecovery
with consistency check.

for our technique are those with mostly Lambertian, highly textured
surfaces with little occlusion and small motion.

For sceneswith very large brightness ranges, such as a dark indoor
scene looking out on a bright day, using just two exposures may
not be adequate. Increasing the exposure gap between successive
frames will capture the dynamic range better, but will make the
image registration step more brittle and will lead to increased image
noise in the mid-tones. Using more than two exposures is another
option we considered, but similar exposures (where registration has
the best chance of success) are then temporally farther apart, again
leading to potential registration and interpolation problems. Having
a faster capture rate would allow a larger set of consecutive different
exposures to be taken and merged.

Currently, our weighting and modulation functions are based on
the work of [Mitsunaga and Nayar 1999; Tsin et al. 2001].We plan
to use an integrating sphere (whose interior surface is totally Lam-
bertian) to more accurately characterize both the response curve and
the noise characteristics of the camera.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a technique for creating high dy-
namic range video from a sequence of alternating light and dark
exposures. The first part of our system is a novel gain control algo-
rithm that selects the best pair of exposures as a function of the pixel
brightness distribution. The central component of our approach is
the HDR stitching process, which includes global and local regis-
tration steps to compensate for pixel motion, as well as an algorithm
to select the most trustworthy pixels for radiance map computation.



(a)
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Figure 9: HDR image from stills: sunrise example. (a) The five input images (each 1024 × 768), (b,c) Result of using only global (2D
perspective) registration, (d,e) Result of using both global and local registration.

The third part is a tone-mapping algorithm adapted to produce tem-
porally coherent results.The resulting system can be used to produce
bothhighdynamic range videos and still images takenwith handheld
cameras and scene motion.
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